
Scumbag

Alkaline

Notnice yo no si seh dem a poppyshow
Dis wi and still a moggle pon the road
Still a go a bar, still a play domino

Pu–y mi no fi get nothing yo know
No matter how yo feel a long time ago
From blood fi drink, it haffi drink hi no
But mi no like hi hot mi like it when it cold
Bet seh mi meck yo tan a yard lock in a yo place
Yo just deh dis yo put a foot out a yo gate
Yo waan buy all a food and haffi hold the faith
Meck yo feed pon soso water lose whole heap a weight

Mi a the scum bag a the earth and it evident
Tek whole heap a life and mi wi dweet again
Mi ready fi whatever if a dead fi dead
Send mi a jail mi want the experience
You fi member life no mean nothing to me

Suffer yo likkle kids to come on to me
Prepare fi disaster yo life a end
Yo should a follow ODPEM

Bombohole gwaan breath
Anyweh yo tek it yuh a go dead set speed
A funeral haffi go keep
Lone white rice and curry haffi go eat

Bombohole gwaan breath
Anyweh yo tek it yuh a go dead set speed
A funeral haffi go keep
Gwaan enjoy yo life till mi come fi it

None a mi bullet dem no response fi no clocka
So yuh can hold the hour when yo life a stop a

Yo could a in a crowd mi still a slap a shot a
Or a could a when yo left and a go over the shop a
Mi haffi put a sacrifice pon somebody head
Yo could a gang up likkle more yo still a dead
Yo ring protect yo finger but what happen to yo head
What's a f–king ring to a motherf–king led

Notnice yo no si seh dem a poppyshow
Dis wi and still a moggle pon the road
Still a go a bar, still a play domino
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